To better understand the role of disparity in contour integration we compared detection performance of "paths" composed of elements confined either to a single depth plane, or spanning multiple depth planes. In both cases paths defined by alignment of elements were embedded in a noise background-field made up of similar, but randomly positioned, elements covering the same depth range as the path elements. We show that a systematic disparity cue can enhance the detectability of paths which traverse depth, but that this detectability is weak compared to paths made up of elements of the same disparity. These results suggest that the outputs of disparity detectors tuned to different disparities can be linked to define contours. Q 1997 Elsevier Science
INTRODUCTION
The visual world is composed of contours at all orientations to our line of sight. While many contours are confined to the fronto-parallel plane, an understanding of how the visual system integrates contours must include contours which traverse depth as well as space.
A recent attempt to understand the rules governing contour integration within a single depth plane (i.e., the fixation plane) was made by Field etal. (1993) . They showed that the extent to which individual elements are linked to form curved contours depends both on their local alignment and proximity. They defined an "association field" by the orientation alignments which most strongly link oriented elements together, as a function of distance from a particular clement. Using a similar paradigm, Kovacs & Julesz ("1993) demonstrated that closure is a special case in contour integration, and McIlhagga & Mullen (1996) have shown that rules similar to those producing the "association field" govern the integration of chromatically defined elements.
A previous investigation has shown~in improvement with stereoscopic vs monocular presentation in the detection of dotted lines that contain disparity inlorm:ttion and traverse depth (Uttal, 1983) . To our knowledge, no-one has shown whether contour detection through depth is possible when disparity is the only available cue, i.e., when the targets are not confined to one depth plane and are undetectable monocularly. Hess & Field (1995) used such cyclopean stimuli to demonstrate that contour integration can be accomplished across two widely separate depth planes, suggesting that the underlying operators receive binocular input. The finding that the separation between two depth planes is not critical, at least out to the fusion limit, leaves open the possibility that while the underlying mechanisms are binocular they may not be disparity tuned. There is, though, ample evidence that disparity is a primary visual attribute (Julesz, 1971) and alone can define complex forms which we can accurately discriminate (e.g. Regan & Hamstra, 1994) . On the other hand, there is also evidence that disparity information alone is not sufficient for some types of texture discrimination (Nothdurft, 1985) . Furthermore, the role of disparity in contour linking of the Field et al. (1993) type has been questioned (Hess & Field, 1995) . In the present investigation we approach this issue from a slightly different direction, by asking whether we can integrate contours defined by disparity alone. If the answer is "yes", the "association field" proposal of Field etal. (1993) maybe extended to include contours which vary in 3-D as well as 2-D.
METHODS
In all experiments the observers" task was to discriminate a "path stimulus" (Fig. 1 , top stereo-pair) from a "no-path stimulus" (Fig. 1, bottom stereo-pair) . A path stimulus consisted of a set of non-oriented elements aligned along a common contour, embedded in a background of similar, but randomly placed non-oriented elements. A nc~-pathstimulus consisted of only randomly placed non-oriented elements. By using such stimuli we hope to infer rules which govern the outputs of visual neurones used in the extraction of the path from the background elements.
Stimuli
Non-oriented spatial-frequency bandpass elements were used in this study. The non-oriented elements were defined by the equation:
where c is the contrast and was equal to 35$Z0, R = ({x2 + y2), P is the spatial period of the sinusoid and was equal to 3.7 c/deg and o is the space constant and was equal to 4 min.
A no-path stimulus was constructed in the following way. A 4.16 deg wide square was divided into a 16 x 16 grid of equally sized cells, An element was placed in each display cell, with the restriction that each cell contain the centre of only one element. This eliminated the clumping of elements due to random placement. The elements were also placed to avoid overlap as much as possible. Once an empty cell was chosen, its neighbors were examined to see if they contained an element. If this was not the case, a background element was laid down at some random point within the cell. If one or more of the neighbors contained an element, then the new element was laid down at a position within the cell to avoid overlap. If this was impossible it was laid down in a position within the cell to minimize overlap.
A path stimulus consisted of two parts; the path itself and the background (Fig. 1 , top stereo-pair). Details of the construction of the path are given elsewhere (Field et al., 1993; Hess & Field, 1995) . The path was constructed from a backbone of 12 invisible line segments; each line segment was of length 0.31 deg and the line segments joined at an angle uniformly distributed from a -10 to u + 10 deg. a is called the path angle, and was throughout the experiments set to Odeg (i.e., O t 10 deg). Elements were placed at the middle of each line segment ( t a step jitter of 0.1 deg). To avoid path detection due to random path closure, which can apparently have significant effects on path detection (Kovacs & Julesz, 1993) , the path was checked to ensure that it neither intersected itself, nor looped back on itself. The entire path was pasted into the display at a random location, ensuring the centres of the elements occupied different cells. Empty cells were filled with elements, as described for the nopath stimulus above. The average length of each backbone line segment (0.31 deg) was the same as the average distance between neighboring elements in the background. Previous studies (Field et al., 1993; McIlhagga & Mullen, 1996) have shown that path detection varies inversely with the length of the backbone line segments, but in a smooth manner, so the choice of segment length is not critical.
Neither the local nor the global element density served as a cue to discrimination of path (Fig. 1, top ) from nopath stimuli (Fig. 1, bottom) . The average distance from an element to its neighbour was no different for path and no-path stimuli. If element density is not a cue, then path detectability should be solely due to the alignment of elements on a path, since nothing else distinguishes path from no-path stimuli. The path elements only differed from the background elements in that they were aligned along an invisible backbone and, therefore, had an orientation correlation. The use of non-oriented elements should therefore ensure, assuming there are no local or global density cues (see Methods), that curved 2-D paths so constructed are undetectable. McIlhagga & Mullen (1996) and Hess & Field (1995) confirmed this finding in control experiments, where either the orientation of the path elements was randomized or non-oriented elements were used for both path and background; they found that neither straight nor curved paths could be detected.
Stereo-images
Stereo-image pairs, each of 4.16x 4.16 deg angular subtense, were generated and displayed on the monitor. These images were binocularly combined with a mirror (four sets of two mirrors set at 90 deg to one another) haploscope. In principle, any element, whether it be a path element or a background element, could be displayed with an arbitrary disparity within the limits imposed by the size of the images and the overall display All stimuli were displ:lyed on u Sony Trinitron monitor driven by a Sun Spare station 2 computer, which gcncratcd stimuli on-]inc and controlled the display and data ct~llccti[~n.The mean luminance of'the display was 35 cd/m3. The monitor was driven by an 8 bit D/A convcrtcr and an X bit l'rame butf'er, and was software gamnui COII-CC(CLI. Tbc ganmla-colrcctccl monitor behaved linearly when displaying high spatial frequencies (1z c/deg squ:lre wave) Up to 50% contrast. The monitor was viewed in an otherwise dark room through a fcmrmirror haploscope, which had an equivalent optical path of'130 cm. Each experimental run consisted of a block of 50 trials in which 25 different path and 25 different nopath stimuli were presented in random order. Each presentation was of 1 sec duration, cued to a "beep", and the subject's task was to decide if a path or no-path stimulus had been presented. Each block was repeated six times to obtain 300"trials pcr condition. d' values were derived from the results.
RESULTS ANDDISCUSSION
In principle, perfectly aligned paths composed of perfectly regularly spaced clcmcnts can bc dctcctcd owing to their consistent alignment and regularity. To cnsui-e [ha[ this was not the case fol-OU1stimuli we added a~10 deg jitter to the path angle and a~0.1 deg jitter to the path step and reduced the detectability of our paths to chance performance. This manipulation was crucial because we wanted to determine whether the visual system can take advantage of linking across depth and to achieve this end such paths needed to be invisible monocularly. In other words we wanted to use cyclopean stimuli. To first verify that our stimulus paths were unable to be detected monocularly, or binocularly when no depth variation was present, we measured path detectability (i.e., d') for (a) one of the stereo-pairs viewed binocularly; and (b) a stereo-pair in which no depth cue was present viewed binocularly. The results shown in Fig. 3 for three subjects (two leftmost histogram bars) established that the stimuli were almost undetectable (d' close to zero).
The two middle bars of the histograms in Fig. 3 show results for the condition where the path (angle O~10 deg) traversed depth from +3.9 to -3.9 min (left bar) or +7.8 to -7.8 min (right bar) within. a field of background elements whose depth was randomly varied between these same limits. In each of these cases, the paths are considerably more detectable. The two rightmost bars of the histograms show results for the condition where we repeat the experiment but now randomize the depth values within the path over the same limits as those governing the background elements (~3.9 pixels in the left bar and t7.8 pixels in the right bar). This manipulation reduces performance to chance. The results of Fig. 3 , when taken together, suggest that the visual system can indeed take advantage of correlations across disparity. We next ask whether the visual system is more sensitive to continuity within a disparity plane or over a number of disparity planes.
In Fig. 4 , we compare results for a path that traverses depth (leftmost bar in Fig. 4 ) with one that is confined to a single fixed depth plane (right-of-middle bar in Fig. 4) . In both cases the background elements span a range of t 3.9 min about the fixation plane. The path at one depth plane is much more detectable than the same path that traverses depth planes. If, however, the single depth plane at which the path is located is not fixed from trial to trial, but randomly varied within the depth range spanned by the background elements, then the path is again less detectable (left-of-middle bar in Fig. 4) .
Finally, if the path which traverses depth travels through a depth range that is significantly less than that covered by the background then its detectability is increased compared to when path and background elements cover the same depth range (rightmost bar in Fig. 4 ). These results suggest that paths confined to one known depth plane are much rnorc detectable than paths that traverse depth if the background elements are distributed over the same depth range. This advantage can be partially eroded by two Ltiffcrcnt m:iniplila[ions: first, if the depth plane to which the ptith is confined varies from presentation to prcscntatiori; second, if the path traverses a depth range, even one that is sm:iller than that of the background elements. These findings suggest that the relevant variable is the (path) sign:il to (background) noise ratio per depth plane. When the p:ith signal elements are confined to a smaller range (either confiricd to one plane or traversing~ismaller depth range) th;in the background noise elements, then the s/n ratio in aily given plane is higher and so is Lletec[ability. Uttal (1983) has also considered the extent to which the detection of COIIIOUI-S can bc improved by stereopsis. Ile measured the detectability of straight, regularly spaced dotted lines traversing depth in a cube of 3-D dyriainically generated noise dots. The dots in each t:irget-line were presented in temporal sequence at various inter-dot interv~ils, iind the background noise dots were of v:irioLis densities. Pcrform:tncc in the stereo conditions was compared to the same stimuli viewed monocularly. Uttal foLindthat at all noise levels and inter-dot intervals, stereo prcscilt:ition resulted in perforrnzince about 10% superior to monocular presentation. Our study primarily differed from Uttal in two ways. Fiist, Uttal's targets were potenti:tlly detcct:iblc by :in app;irent motion cue provided by the tcmporal sequencing of the target dots. Second, monocul~ir performance in Uttal's task was in most cases :ibovc ch:incc level, due primarily to differences between t:irget and noise dot density. Our stimuli on the other hand were deliberately designed to c1imin[tte iill other cues to contour detection other than disparity: the t:irgets could not bc dctcctcd monocularly. Nevertheless, oLir finding of an zipproxim:ttely 10% irnprovcincnt zis ii result of stereo presentation is consistent with Uttzil findings obtained under quite different stimulus conditions.
The improvement in contour detection provided by stereopsis can be conside]-ed to be a robust resLilt.
Olir resillts sitpport the notion thzit the visual system links the outputs of disparity-tuned neurones in a similar way to that previously demonstrated in the 2-D case for orientationally tuned neurones (Field et al., 1993) . For our stimulus, stronger associations were made between elements that have similar disparity compared to elements whose disparity is continually changing. This finding almost certainly reflects the very different disparity-based signal/noise ratios in these two conditions. What appear to be different is the relative strengths of linking operations involving orientation in the 2-D case (Field et al., 1993) and disparity in the 3-D cases; linking in the latter case being considerably weaker. This difference is perhaps not surprising because there are very few examples in the natural environment where contours are defined only by depth. In the more usual case, well defined fronto-parallel contours change in depth along their course. What we have demonstrated here is that the visual system can take advantage of continuity through depth as a sole cue to enhance the detectability of contours.
